ARAKUR USHUAIA RESORT & SPA
The luxurious Arakur Ushuaia hotel is located within the Cerro Alarkén Nature Reserve in Tierra del
Fuego, the southernmost province of the Argentine Patagonia. Arakur Ushuaia is a member of The
Leading Hotels of the World and it is the only resort in the Southern Patagonia to have become
part of this exclusive group of hotels.
Close to Mount Alarken’s summit and located on a natural balcony 800 feet above sea level, the
luxurious hotel is found in all its splendor, amidst a 100 hectares of native forests of lengas, ñires
and coihues, which are home to diverse species of fauna and flora, offering the perfect balance
between calmness and adventure.
Offering privileged views of the city of Ushuaia and of the Beagle Channel, Arakur Ushuaia is
located just 10 minutes from the city and the port of Ushuaia and 20 minutes from the
international airport and the Cerro Castor Ski Resort.
With more than 100 available rooms and suites, Arakur Ushuaia was created to enjoy its facilities,
respecting and deeply caring for the environment by promoting the wise and sustainable use of
resources.
The magnificent lobby welcomes the guests with its large windows, the warmth of their fireplaces,
and a sophisticated décor made with fine materials from different Argentine regions, such as craft
leather and Southamerican aromatic wood: rosewood, lapacho and incense, which provide the
stay with warmth. The Hansgrohe faucets and Duravit bathroom appliances with Starck design,
distinguish the stay by their exquisite sophistication.
The sophisticated and native elegance combines with the leading-edge comfort technology, with a
Samsung LED TV 40”, a home automation system with led-lighting control, alarm clock scheduling
and automated curtain opening, air renewal and humidification, geothermal cooling system and
acoustic insulation, among others.
Through their large windows, each room in Arakur Ushuaia offers panoramic views. Towards the
south: the city of Ushuaia and the Beagle Channel and to the north: the valleys, the mountain
ranges and the Cerro Alarkén Nature Reserve.
HEALTH, WELLNESS AND FUN
For calm and relaxation, the hotel offers a pool area with 200 m2 (2152.8 ft²) water mirror pools, a
17-meters lap swimming pool, an edge infinity in-out relax pool with underwater music, which, in
the indoor section, offers two hydrojets areas and a kids’ pool as well as two hot tubs for up to ten
people in the outdoor deck with panoramic city and sea views.
The area has a solarium, radiant floor heated changing rooms, a pool bar, massage and
hairdressing services.

For a healthy and complete training routine, the fitness area offers Technohym technology and an
80 m2 sector of treadmills, elliptical trainers, stationary bicycles, Kinesis, weight benches and
dumbbells; all of these with a panoramic bay view.

TYPICAL FLAVORS FROM TIERRA DEL FUEGO
At Arakur Ushuaia, the “haute cuisine” shines in a beautiful environment in La Cravia restaurant,
where an Argentine and international menu can be ordered either in a buffet service, a typical
Argentine grill for everyone to see or à la carte.
Nestled in its terrace on the edge of the hill, the restaurant is the ideal setting for having breakfast,
lunch or dinner after a walk or a ski day. Some of the delicacies guests can enjoy, with an
unparalleled view of the bay and the city, are king crab, lamb and Patagonian seabass, among
others.
A wide range of drinks, local hand-brewed beers and Argentine wines together with cheese and
Patagonian cold cuts platters await at the Lobby Bar in order to enjoy a unique sunset over the bay
to the soft melody of the Steinway average tail piano.
CERRO ALARKÉN NATURAL RESERVE – INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
With more than 100 hectares (247 acres) of a natural reserve of native forests, flora and fauna and
more than 1 km (0.62 miles) of river bank along Arroyo Grande, Arakur Ushuaia was thought for
those who enjoy life outdoors all the year round and in any season, offering multiple alternatives
to experience nature intensely.
The hiking trails that go through the Cerro Alarkén Nature Reserve begin at its gates and guests
can go hiking, at different levels, through the native forests, the peat field, the Cerro Alarken’s
summit and the Arroyo Grande, among others.
The natural scenic overlook that is located at the top of the Cerro Alarkén offers panoramic views
of the Ushuaia Bay area, the Martial and Vinciguerra mountain ranges with its glacier, the Andorra
and Río Chico valleys, Mount Cortés, Mount Olivia, Mount Cinco Hermanos and the Beagle
Channel.
Some of the activities guests can enjoy are: guided trekking tours along Andorra Valley,
Vinciguerra Glacier, Laguna de los Témpanos, Mount Cortés, Río Chico Valley, the Beaver Dam and
the waterfall, wildlife watching, fly-fishing lessons and photo walks, among others.
During the winter season, guests can practise ski or snowboard on the 25 graded ski runs of Cerro
Castor and enjoy Husky sled rides, snowcat, snow polo tournaments and snowshoe hikes.

EVENTS
Both for social and corporate events, Arakur Ushuaia is a different and distinguished option to
honor the guests, offering facilities for event of all types and sizes.

Arakur Ushuaia offers a 1300m2 (14,000 sq. ft.) special venue for events and conventions with
separate access.
The Magallanes Room is located on the ground floor and has been designed and equipped for all
kinds of events. It includes a private foyer, which becomes perfect for receptions. The ballroom
has large windows overlooking Ushuaia Bay and the Beagle Channel.
Additionally, there are 3 meeting rooms on the second floor which can be opened up into a larger
and wider room offering an impressive valley view.

RATES
Rates ranging from $1260 (stated in Argentine pesos, including taxes) per night based on double
occupancy depending on the date, type of rate and room category.
1. Hotel Rate: It includes a buffet breakfast/ free Wi-Fi in common areas and rooms/ shuttles
to the city center (every hour from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.)/ access to: the fitness area, lap
swimming pool (indoors), relax pool (in-out), kids’ pool, outdoors hot tubs (hydromassage)
and pool bar/ maid service (twice daily)/ free-of-charge complimentary baby crib/ luggage
room/ 24-hour room service (additional charge)/ 24-hour room service (additional
charge)/ access to the hiking trails and attractions of the Cerro Alarkén Nature Reserve.
2. Resort Rate: It includes the Hotel Rate services plus the following: In & out transfer
(airport/Arakur/airport)/ Minibar included (non-alcoholic drinks)/free-of-charge early
check-in and late check-out (subject to availability), guided trekking tours through Cerro
Alarkén Nature Reserve (degrees of difficulty: easy and medium)/ boot cleaning service/
free use of computers at the hotel’s Business Center/ free-of-charge open-air parking area.
3. Patagonia Experience Rate: A special proposal which includes a selection of the best tours
and activities of the area optimizing the time and satisfaction level of the guests. Each
guest can purchase the amount of Patagonia Experience days according to his/her needs
(with a minimum of 2 days and a maximum of 7 days) regardless of the amount of nights
of his/her stay at the hotel.
This rate includes all the Resort Rate services plus a daily lunch meal (at La Cravia
restaurant or during the tour, in the city center or Lunch Box, accordingly) and a daily
activity or tour, such as the following: Tierra del Fuego National Park with Trekking
(Lapataia Bay, Lake Roca, Ensenada Bay, Laguna Negra trails, Beaver Dam, etc.); Beagle
Channel Sailing (Lighthouse Islands, cormorants, seals, Trekking); Lake Circuit (Paso
Garibaldi, Lakes Fagnano and Escondido, Tolhuin), Estancia Harberton (visit to the
estancia (manor), Cetaceans Museum, visit to the Port of Almanza and the Martillo Island
with the Penguin Colony); Esmeralda Lake Trekking (meadows, peat field, beaver dam,
waterfalls, native forest); Vinciguerra Glacier Trekking and Laguna de los Témpanos
(meadows, peat field, beaver dam, waterfalls, native forest, glacier); Fishing tours, Mount
Cortés Trekking or Helicopter ride.
Not only is Arakur Ushuaia a luxury resort, but also an unforgettable experience both for Argentine
and international guests who arrive to this mythical region, in the farthest area of South America,
in order to experience holidays with their family, friends or partner.

Information and Reservations: + 54 (2901) 44 2900 / Buenos Aires sales office + 54 (11) 4781 4777
/ reservas@arakur.com.ar / www.arakur.com

